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RIDING A WHITE HORSE: The Original Short Story, Keep Me - Verwandelt (Verschleppt)
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Aug 07, · A Victorian era scientist and his assistant take a test run in their Iron Mole drilling
machine and end up in a strange underground labyrinth ruled by a species of giant telepathic
bird and full of prehistoric monsters and cavemen/10(K). The general appearance of the
Earth's core is pretty much your standard 'The Land That Time Forgot' type fantasy jungle
with huge plants, vines, trees, primitive humanoids, sexy scantily clad 33%.
At the Earth's Core is a fantasy novel by American writer Edgar Rice Burroughs, the first in
his series about the fictional "hollow earth" land of Pellucidar. It first appeared as a four-part
serial in All-Story Weekly from April 4–25, "At The Earth's Core" simply tells the tale of a
hotshot American businessman and his former absent-minded professor - who take a test run
on a giantic manned earth borer he finanaced to increase mining returns. “At The Earth’s
Core,” first published in , is one of Edgar Rice Burrough’s most imaginative works. It is the
first of seven books in the Pellucidar series and imagines a world inside the earth (five hundred
miles beneath the surface) where the most advanced species is reptilian and the humans are
still living in the stone allamericanclocks.coms:
Iron is a relatively dense element under normal conditions, and under the extreme pressure at
the Earth's core it would be crushed to an even higher density, so an iron core would account
for all.
Earths Core. The Earths core is difficult to study because it is impossible to drill deeper than a
few miles beneath the Earth's surface. The study of earthquake waves moving through the
body of the Earth is the major tool used to study the interior of the Earth and its cores.
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